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Chief Executive Office University of Brighton,.Q: Algorithm simplification

(not "code optimization") I have an algorithm and I'm looking for an
improved algorithm to achieve the same results. Right now it works and
does what I need. But the code has 13 lines of code and I'm looking for

an improvement. Please consider the following code snippet:
[TESTCASE] public bool IsDuplicate(int source, int target) { // Check if

they have the same content if (object.Equals(source.conc, target.conc))
return true; // Check if they have the same id if

(source.conc.equals(target.conc) && source.id!= target.id) return true;
// Check if they are both in the same category if

(source.conc.equals(target.conc) &&
source.category.equals(target.category) &&
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categoryAccessor.GetCategoryByConc(source.category, false)!= null)
return true; // Check if they are both "undetermined" if

(source.conc.equals(target.conc) &&
categoryAccessor.GetCategoryByConc(source.category, false)!= null &&

categoryAccessor.GetCategoryByConc(target.category, false)!= null)
return true; // If not continue return false; } Basically: Check if they have

the same content. Check if they have the same id. Check if they are
both in the same category. Check if they are both "undetermined". If all
checks return false, the algorithm simply ends. But right now all checks

are pretty much the same, so I was wondering if there is any way to
improve this. A:
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